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the ric aggregates data from the core network to determine where an ue should be placed. the ric may also decide where to place a ue based on its location. the ric may use the ue
location information and the core network configuration to decide which cell to connect a ue to. the core network configuration is used to determine if a cell is to be a macro cell,

micro cell, pico cell or femto cell. the cells can also be controlled by the ran to provide enhanced services. the decision to use a cell is made by the ric or the ue. next, configure your
device settings. on a mac, you can choose wi-fi networks from the list of available networks when you're not connected to a network. on an iphone or ipad, you can choose wi-fi
networks from the list of available networks when you're not connected to a network. on an android device, you can connect to a network by tapping the wi-fi network icon and

tapping the network you want to connect to. you can also choose a wi-fi network by scanning for available networks. on an iphone or ipad, you can scan for available networks by
tapping the wi-fi network icon in the status bar, and then tapping the wi-fi networks that you want to connect to. if you connect to a wi-fi network from your iphone or ipad, the

network interface connected to the router might show up as a mobile network connection. this is because the iphone or ipad is connecting to a mobile network to send and receive
data. however, your iphone or ipad can also use a mobile network connection for wi-fi. if you need to make this change, open settings, tap wi-fi, and then tap the wi-fi network that

you want to use for wi-fi. select mobile data from the list, and then turn off wi-fi.
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the radio access network (ran) design uses the following principles: non-real-time radio (non-rt r)
allows the network to reduce non-real-time r operations by eliminating the need for the ue to

continually report back to the network regarding non-rt r related operations. near-real-time (near-rt
r) allows the network to reduce near-real-time r operations by eliminating the need for the ue to
continually report back to the network regarding near-rt r related operations. the mobile network

optimization (mno) specification defines the structure of optimisation sessions, as well as the
information exchanged between the ue and the mno, through the mno interface. this is used to allow
mno-controlled optimisation of certain ue capabilities, and to provide a mechanism to communicate

optimisation related information between the ue and mno. the non-real-time ric (non-rt ric)
specification defines the structure of optimisation sessions, as well as the information exchanged
between the ue and the mno, through the non-rt ric interface. this is used to allow mno-controlled
optimisation of certain ue capabilities, and to provide a mechanism to communicate optimisation

related information between the ue and mno. the near-real-time ric (near-rt ric) specification defines
the structure of optimisation sessions, as well as the information exchanged between the ue and the
mno, through the near-rt ric interface. this is used to allow mno-controlled optimisation of certain ue
capabilities, and to provide a mechanism to communicate optimisation related information between

the ue and mno. 5ec8ef588b
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